
Feature Selection for Automatic Taxonomy Induction 

The Features 
Input:   Two terms  
Output: A numeric score                          , or                         .  
 
Lexical-Syntactic Patterns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Co-occurrence Features 
 
                                                    ,  
 
             = # of sentences containing the term(s); 
                 or # of documents containing the term(s); 
                 or n as in “Results 1-10 of about n for …” in Google. 
 
Contextual Features 
• Global Context KL-Divergence = 
  KL-Divergence( 1000 Google Documents for Cx , 
   1000 Google Documents for Cy) 

• Local Context KL-Divergence = 
  KL-Divergence(  Left two and Right two words for Cx ,  

  Left two and Right two words for Cy) 
 
Syntactic Dependency Features 
• Minipar Syntactic Distance = Average length of syntactic paths in 

parse trees for sentences containing the terms 
•  Modifier Overlap = # of overlaps between modifiers of the terms; 

 e.g., red apple, red pear. 
• Object Overlap = # of overlaps between objects of the terms when 

the terms are subjects 
  e.g., A dog eats apple; A cat eats apple. 

• Subject Overlap = # of overlaps between subjects of the terms 
when the terms are objects 
  e.g., A dog eats apple; A dog eats pear. 

• Verb Overlap =  # of overlaps between verbs of the terms when the 
terms are subjects/objects 
  e.g., A dog eats apple; A cat eats pear. 

 
Miscellaneous Features 
• Word Length Difference  
• Definition Overlap = 
  # of non-stopword overlaps between definitions of two terms.  
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Experimental Methodology 
•  Ground Truth:  50 hypernym taxonomies from WordNet 
                       50 hypernym taxonomies from ODP 
  50 meronym taxonomies from WordNet 
•  Auxiliary Data:  1000 Google documents per term/term pair  
  100 Wikipedia documents per term 
•  Metrics:  F1-measure (averaged by LOOCV). 

 
Features vs. Relations 
 

Features vs. Abstractness 
Li represents depth of a concept in the taxonomy.  Level L2 contains 
children of the root.  Level L3 contains grandchildren of the root. 

Introduction 
•  Automatic taxonomy induction constructs taxonomies by exploiting 

simple lexical-syntactic patterns [1] and/or  contextual information 
[2] in combination with a lexical resource such as WordNet. 

•  Most prior work on automatic taxonomy induction uses a single rule 
or feature function at all levels of abstraction. 

•  We study the effect of using different features for different types of 
relations and terms at different abstraction levels. 

Our Related Work 
H. Yang and J. Callan. 2009. “A Metric-based Framework for Automatic 
Taxonomy Induction.” ACL’09. 
Multi-criteria optimization based on minimization of taxonomy 
structures and modeling of term abstractness.  The distance between 
2 terms (cx,cy) is modeled by a weighted combination of features. 

Conclusions 
• The first study using different features for different types of relations and 

terms at different abstraction levels. 
• Co-occurrence and lexico-syntactic patterns are good features for 

common relations, including is-a, part-of, and sibling relation. 
• Contextual and syntactic features are only good for the sibling relation. 
• Contextual, co-occurrence, lexical-syntactic patterns, and syntactic 

features work well for concrete terms. 
• Only co-occurrence works well for abstract terms. 
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